Al-Ameen Mission
A socio-academic institution with a difference

ALL RECORDS BROKEN
Congrats to Our Achievers

More than 200 students have scored 600 and above marks.
More than 500 students are going to study Medical securing 550 and above marks.

KUSHANKUR BHOWMICK
MARKS 686 AIR 427

IRFAN HABIB
MARKS 685 AIR 594

MD RABIUL ISLAM
MARKS 680 AIR 905

SHAikh WASIM HASAN
MARKS 675 AIR 1088

EMDADUL HAQUE
MARKS 670 AIR 1541

NUR JAMAN SEKH
MARKS 670 AIR 1562

SHAKIL AHMAD
MARKS 670 AIR 1742

AKHTARA PARVIN
MARKS 653 AIR 3915

MUMTARIN KHATUN
MARKS 650 AIR 4601

RABIA BASRI
MARKS 646 AIR 5104

FAIMA BEGAM
MARKS 644 AIR 5771

SHIFA SABNAM
MARKS 643 AIR 5902
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